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Amaryllo participated in the 2018 IoT Asia hosted in Singapore and won the Trailblazer 

Award for offering innovative AI as a service business model to global partners. The prestigious 

recognition was awarded by Singapore’s Minister for Foreign Affairs and Minister-in-Charge 

of Smart Nation. Press release was issued by Taiwan National Development Council shortly 

validating Amaryllo’s competitive edge as a Taiwanese startup in the international market. The 

notable achievement of Amaryllo includes receiving CES BEST Innovation Awards for four 

consecutive years starting from 2015 to 2018. In addition, Amaryllo is also the proud recipient of 

Computex Best Choice Award.  

 

Founded in the Netherlands, Amaryllo pioneers in the AI as a Service to offer robotic 

security and data mining solutions to B2C/B2B market. Amaryllo has become the first 

corporation to provide comprehensive security and AI service platform by integrating AI 

technologies such as the world’s most secure 256-bit encrypted P2P network, patented robotic 

cameras, and flexible cloud storage service. Furthermore, Amaryllo is the first security 

corporation to mainstream Google WebRTC technology and is also the first to deploy 256-bit 

encrypted P2P network that is certified by Microsoft Skype. Amaryllo’s patented standalone 

robotic cameras can auto-track moving object without remote computer, recognize human 

faces within 1 second, detect humans, cars, animals, and etc., trigger 6 different languages of 

voice greeting and support real-time two-way talk. Unlike conventional CCTV which is only 

simple recording devices, Amaryllo’s robotic cameras can automatically identify and scare 

intruders away, eliminate 99% of the typical false alarm, optimize the instant alarm, reduce the 

cost and protect your properties and data security. 

 

Amaryllo utilizes its AI technology and further developed the state of the art “Soteria” 

software not only offers security but also enables the camera robots to collect retail analytic 

data helping business owners to efficiently address targeted customers with actionable data. 

Such service can already be purchased in Costco Asia. 

 

Amaryllo is seeking for worldwide partner to promote its AI services and will demonstrate 

its award-winning smart retailer service at booth C505 in IFSEC 2018 from June 19 to June 21, 

2018. To reserve a private product demonstration or to receive product details, please contact 

sales.ai@amaryllo.eu. Please visit Amaryllo website at www.amaryllo.eu for more info or 

contact Amy Lee (Ms.) at TEL: +886 3-6572711#3020. 
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